Community Interactions
Soul

Play

Rituals

Movement/ Gestures
SL1.31- intense hand
SL1.2- Is foot circulation SL1.2- I is having phone gestures at rapid pace
pattern mimics P.B.E. (3) conversation
(5)
SL1.12- I observes
SL1.13- I1 looks down at SL1.55- I1 faces I2
through physical contact object while I3
closely while walking in
P.B.E. (3)
approaches
conversation (4)
SL1.16- I1 stops and
directly yet intimately
SL1.35- I1 looks down at
adresses I2 (1)
hand held device (2)
SL1.26- I looks down
and makes hand contact SL1.38-I1 takes drink
with P.B.E. (3)
from bottle (2)

Solidarity

Joy
SL1.20- I1 raises both
hands above her head
(1)

Acknowledge/ Greet
SL1.17- I1 points at I2
SL1.2- I is moving having informally (2) I2 makes
phone conversation
eye contact (1)

SL1.24- swings arm out
to sides twice (1)

SL1.12- I1 (2) and I2 (2)
observe in SA
SL2.13- I1 (2) and I2 (2)
glance for a moment
while I3 appproaches
SL1.15- I2 changes
direction after I1 cues
her nonverbally (2)

SL1.30- interactant runs SL1.40- I1 looks down at
with child playfully (5)
hand held device (2)
SL1.41- I touches 3
components of P.B.E. on SL1.42- I1 looks down at
traverse (3)
hand held device (2)

SL2.9- I dances with
SL2.9- I dances with
arms to side (5)
arms to side
SL2.20- I1 runs and then
kicks (4), I playfully kicks SL2.39- two engaged
toward P.B.E. (3) I2
toward object in SA (4)

Inspiration

SL1.29- I6 acknowledges
group (1)

Gather
SL1.29- I1-I5 leave SA
with I6 (5)

Intimacy (distance)

Bridging capital

Modernity (distance)

Level of group
interaction (at least
three)
SL1.13- I1 and I2 wait all
Is show various
interacting (3)
SL1.29- dynamic as
group of 6 changes route
(5)

SL2.9- I dances while
excited
SL2.20- I2 reacts
playfully to I2's playful
action (3)

SL2.20- I stops to
pretend to kick P.B.E. (5)
focuses across (2)
SL2.29- I changes
direction (3), focus (2),
and speed (1)

SL2.20- I snaps finger
sggressively (5)
SL2.21- I looks down as
approaching another (1)
SL2.39- I1 and I2 action
at different focus than I3
(4)
SL2.43- I1 looks down
while facing and walking
by I2 (1)

SL2.30- I changes visual
focus twice (2), (2)
SL2.46- I changes visual
focus twice (2), (2)

SL3.40- I1 spontaneous
act looking at herself (1)
SL3.45- I1 casually walks
in eliptical path (2)
SL3.53- I1 rhythmically
rotates forearm (5)

Communication
(speaking or directly
adressed)

Participation
SL1.29- group
participates in route
change (4)
SL1.36- I1 directs focus
of I2 to external
phenomena (4)

Community Capacity

Openness
SL1.13- I1 looks at two
people walking nearby
(4)
SL1.47- I with head up
(2) and various
directions (1)

Repeated Action
SL2.9- I repeats change
of vision focus

Norms
Agency
Networking
SL1.39- I puts something SL1.2- I stops in SA to
SL1.29- all Is wearing
in pocket, grabs and
have phone
backpacks as interaction
pulls (1)
conversation (4)
occurs (4)
SL1.14- Interactant folds
paper, puts head up and
walks (2)
SL1.15- I1 leads I2
though path through
P.B.E. (3)

SL3.16- Iinteractant
takes drink

SL3.9- I1 kisses I2 (2)

SL3.36- I1 takes drink
from cup (2)

SL3.10- I1 and I2 walk
pleasingly (2)

SL3.37- I1 (2) and I2 (2)
take drink from cup

SL3.24- I1 swings arm
and jostles I2 (2)
SL3.37- I1 gestures
relaxed towards I2's
close proximity (2)
SL3.45- I1 and I2
energetically engaged (2)

SL3.8- change of visual
focus (2), changes pace
3 times (3)
SL3.9- I1 is walking then
gets I2 and kisses them
(5)
SL3.36- I1 (5) and I2 (5)
interact actively with
environment
SL3.50- begins to run (1)
and changes visual focus
(2)

SL3.7- I1 (2) and I2 (2)
exchange friendly waves
SL3.7- I1 (2) and I2 (2)
exchange friendly waves
SL3.32- I1 (2) waves to
I2 and(2) I3, and they
wave back (4).

SL3.30- two
conversations occurring
(2), (2)

Reciprocity
Partnerships
SL1.13- I1(1) waits and
I2(2) adresses I3 as they SL1.12- Is both observe
return
simultaneously (2)
SL1.13- I1(2) and I2(2)
SL1.29- group waits for both observe
I6 from afar (2)
simultaneously (2)
SL1.16- I1 tells I2
something discretely (3)

SL1.29- I6 facilitates new
activity (5)
SL1.42- I is stationary
while focused on object
in hands (4)
SL1.43- puts head down,
then walks deliberately
(1)
SL1.45- I walks while
focused on open papers
in hands (4)
SL1.48- I walks while
focused on papers in
hands (4)

SL1.29-Is change
direction and exit SA (3)
SL1.46- I changes
direction (3) and visual
focus twice (4)
SL1.60- I changes visual
focus (2) then looks
opposite (1)

SL2.47- I rubs hand
against concrete wall (3)

SL3.9- interactant
extends foot out casually
SL3.19- interactant
touches P.B.E. with hand
and shakes (3)
SL3.24- I1 swings arm
loosely to I2's shoulder
(1)
SL3.27- interactant
walks loosely and
informally (2)
SL3.36- I1 (3) and I2 (3)
interact with
environment
SL3.37- I1 (3) and I2 (3)
interact with
environment

Conflict
SL1.12- I1 departs from
I2 and observes P.B.E.
(4)
SL1.13- I3 hesitates and
adjusts bag as others
progress (1)
SL1.31- intense hand
gestures at rapid pace
(5)
SL1.36- I1 directs focus
of I2 to external, I1 looks
down (1)

SL2.20- I2 snaps finger
while reacting to I1s
demonstration (4)
SL2.71- I1 moves toward
and engages I2 in
conversation (4)

SL2.56- I1 looks down at
object , while with I2 (4)
SL2.58- I increases
distance between
another (3)
SL3.6- I throws arm
SL3.30- two
SL3.9- I1 initiates act of SL3.34- I1 (4) and I2 (4)
down from above his
conversations occur with kissing I2 as they depart observe man moving at
head (5)
four (1), (1)
(4)
fast pace
SL3.10- I1 catches up
SL3.10- I1 interacts not
with I2 after outside
with I2 for a moment (4)
interaction (2)
SL3.35- I1 changes focus
SL3.32- I1 verbally
and I2 looks down at
initiates contact between
object (4)
I2 and I3 (2)
SL3.36- I1 looks away
from I2 and drinks from
cup (1)
SL3.37- I1 looks down
from I2 and drinks from
cup (1)
SL3.58- I1 and I2
conversate and walk
ahead of I3 (4)

SL2.22- I looks down
after another looks
down after passing (2)
SL2.27- I walks
energetically after
attention at such (2)
SL2.28- I walks
energetically after
attention at such (2)

SL1.29- group proceeds
with change of action (2)

SL2.37- I looks in back
while walking (4)

SL2.8- picks up trash

SL2.64- I1 hands paper
to 12 (5)

SL2.35- I changes visual
focus after another (2)
SL2.58- I alters
appearance after
another (2)

SL3.37- I1 repeats action SL3.2- interactant looks
of another engaging in
at phone screen while
P.B.E. (3)
talking (2)

SL3.36- both Is readily
aware while interacting
(1), (1)

SL3.46- I runs across SA
as seen by another (4)

SL3.37- I1 calls object to
I2s attention (3)
SL3.48- I is talking on
phone, walking rapidly,
fidgeting (5)
SL3.51- looks down and
switches book in hands
(1)
SL3.63- I moves object
to side and moves head
focused (1)

SL3.32- I1 verbally
adresses I2 and I3,
informal dress (4)

SL3.18- I1 waits for I2
and I3 (1)
SL3.45- I1 waits and
verbally welcomes I2 as
she catches up (2)

SL3.9- I1 and I2
demonstrate informal
shared gesture (5)
SL3.10- I1 and I2 walk
harmoniously (5)
SL3.24- I1 swings arm
and jostles I2 in friendly
manner (5)
SL3.34- both Is change
visual focus while
conversating (2)
SL3.36- both engaged
(pointing, etc.) in aspect
of P.B.E (2)
SL3.37- I1 gestures to I2
to look at object and
they do (1)
SL3.40- Is walk casually
(1) I1 stops to act and I2
notices (2)
SL3.43- I is attentive to
paper in hand while
moving fast (5)
SL3.53- I1 rotates arm
and casually approaches
I2 (5)

